Date

Language / Targeted
Audience

24.-30.11.2015

RUS, UKR

26.11.2015

RUS, UKR

27.11.2015

RUS, UKR

27.11.2015

RUS, UKR

Summary of the Disinformation

EU and/or West has turned away from
Ukraine and/or Ukrainian president Petro
Poroshenko.

Last Week's Trend: Viktor Gvozd, the head
of Ukrainian secret service, sells weapons
to ISIS.
Last Week's Trend: Ukrainian authorities
traffick weapons to ISIS and sponsor the
world terrorism.
Last Week's Trend: Odessa governor
Mikhail Saakashvili is connected to ISIS via
Turkey and USA.

Link to the
Disinformation
http://bit.ly/1PEg2vs
(Svobodnaya Pressa @
Youtube) //
http://bit.ly/1N0OsVg
(news.rambler.ru) //
http://bit.ly/1leUXLf
(antifashist.com)

Disproof

Reported by

No evidence given.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

http://bit.ly/1YHZkNd
(miaistok.su)

Repeating disinformation connecting Ukraine
to ISIS. No proofs for this claim given.

Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
исследований" (АМИ)

http://bit.ly/1Qev0GP
(xxivek.net)

Repeating disinformation connecting Ukraine
to ISIS. No proofs for these claims given.

http://bit.ly/1N3Llty
(eadaily.com)

Repeating disinformation about Ukraine's
connections to ISIS.

http://bit.ly/1LOgteK (lugLast Week's Trend: Ukraine supports ISIS info.com) /
http://bit.ly/1TkVshn
because of its pupeteers overseas.
(whoswho.com.ua)
http://bit.ly/1Q4XlB5
Kyiv is governed by fascists.
(News-Front @ Youtube)

Repeating already debunked disinformation
about deals between Ukraine and ISIS.

Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
исследований" (АМИ)
Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
исследований" (АМИ)
Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
исследований" (АМИ)

27.11.2015

RUS, UKR

27.11.2015

RUS, UKR

27.11.2015

CZE, ENG

28.-29.11.2015

CZE, RUS

28.-30.11.2015

CZE, ENG

28.11.2015

RUS, UKR

Last Week's Trend: Ukraine sells weapons http://bit.ly/21vmsAT
(RTR TV @ Youtube)
to ISIS.

Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
Repeating disinformation debunked two weeks
"Агентство международных
ago in DisinfoReview 4: http://bit.ly/1QHsFG2
исследований" (АМИ)

GEO

Russia has always protected Georgia from
threats and will continue to do so. Turkey
appropriated Georgian lands, Russia will
again defend Georgia and the whole
Caucasus.

The last military conflict between of Russia
and Georgia is only 7 years old.

28.11.2015

Repeating an older pro-Russian
disinformation.
The source page has a lot of other links,
including one to an essay explaining, that a
http://bit.ly/1jr1Nf0
This Week's Trend: Moscow warns that the
conspiracy theory is a label produced to
(svetkolemnas.info) //
fighter jet was shot down by CIA instead of
original: http://bit.ly/1jr1Lnl silence open public debate. No other
Turkey.
information about the mentioned report is to
(whatdoesitmean.com)
be found anywhere.
http://bit.ly/1RyWuYH
The expertise of Alexei Leonkov is
(nwoo.org) and
questionable, as he does not appear in any
This Week's Trend: The Turkish jet was
http://bit.ly/1Tv70Pj
other media as an authority. His
guided by American systems and USA are
(eurasia24.cz) and
argumentation is highly speculative. Turkey
partly an instigator of the incident, says
http://bit.ly/1Tv73KX
has some American weapons, but it does not
specialist at military-space forces Alexei
(ac24.cz) // original:
mean that the USA can be described as an
Leonkov.
http://bit.ly/1TRzxiI
instigator of the event.
(politikus.ru)
This Week's Trend: NATO has territorial
http://bit.ly/1N5QseV
ambitions in Syria. It has supported the
outbreak of the civil war and the USA have (ac24.cz) // original:
None of the claims has any solid ground.
http://bit.ly/1POUTyQ
been sponsoring ISIS and other terrorists
(landdestroyer.blogspot.c
from the very beginning. The Su-24 shot
z)
down was a deliberate show of force
towards Russia.

http://bit.ly/1O7KmZa
(mpress.ge)

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

European Values Think-Tank

European Values Think-Tank

European Values Think-Tank

Official from EU institutions.

Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
исследований" (АМИ)

Repeating two already debunked
disinformations at once. No evidence given.

Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
исследований" (АМИ)

No proofs for this. According to FAZ report,
German secret services call it "propaganda":
http://bit.ly/1NPSwve

Promote Ukraine NGO.

No proofs for these allegations given. The
countries named consider Islamic state their
enemy.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

Ukraine is not a country anymore. People in
http://bit.ly/1NuSS8m
Eastern Ukraine are Russians. The East of
(Roy TV @ Youtube)
Ukraine will have to be reunited with Russia.

No evidence given.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

HUN

This Week's Trend: NATO supports Turkey
after the Turkish military shot down the
Russian warplane, thus NATO is on the side http://on.fb.me/1HKU2fz
(Sziriai Hirek)
of the Islamic State as well. The USA has
even given a “green light” to Turkey to down
the Russian plane.

No proofs NATO is on the ISIS side. No proofs
Political Capital Institute
USA gave a "green light".

RUS, UKR

Last Week's Trend: Ukraine provides
weapons to ISIL.

http://bit.ly/1OOtl9w
(Zvezda TV)

Repeating an already debunked
disinformation.

This Week's Trend: Turkey buys oil from
ISIL and sells it to Ukraine.

http://bit.ly/1m5GOAq and
http://bit.ly/1Ry2VLy (sites
referring to
No proofs for these claims given.
"PolitNavigator" article,
which was probably
removed lately)

RUS

29.11.2015

RUS, UKR

30.11.-04.12.2015

ENG

30.11.-06.12.2015

RUS

30.11.2015

RUS, UKR

30.11.2015

30.11.2015

30.11.2015

This Week's Trend: Ankara increased their
weapon supplies to ISIS - says news agency http://bit.ly/1lXiYqo
(ridus.ru)
Ridus, which was established by Russian
President's Administration staff.
http://bit.ly/1HGwwAl (TV
This Week's Trend: Ukraine is buying ISIS
Zvezda) //
oil from Turkey - says Ministry of Defence
http://bit.ly/1XysbX7
TV channel.
(rusvesna.su)
This Week's Trend: Erdogan is an
international outlaw, He’s supporting ISIS,
http://bit.ly/1lUHicy
US proxy foot soldiers in Syria, Iraq and
(globalresearch.ca) //
elsewhere, directly involved in their oil
http://bit.ly/1SHuXCO
smuggling, refining and sales worth
(russia-insider.com)
hundreds of millions of dollars on the black
market.
ISIL and ISIS are a product of American,
http://bit.ly/1Ncg47W
British and Israeli secret services. ISIS
(Obraznoe TV @
stands for "Israeli Secret Intelligence
Youtube) //
Services" - says an October video being
http://bit.ly/1NCSiBl (V
actively shared on social media during past
Kontakte)
days.

No proofs for these claims given.

29.11.2015

RUS, UKR

30.11.2015

CZE

01.-02.12.2015

SVK

Migrant crisis is a part of the US plan to
destroy European civilization by mixing
“smarter” Europeans with “less smart”
Africans. It is scientifically proved that
African people have lower IQ that European
people.
USA, EU and Canada are imperialistic
regimes. Wall Street Journal, New York
Times and Financial Times are their chief
propaganda outlets.

http://bit.ly/1XOn98R
(svobodnenoviny.eu)

Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
исследований" (АМИ)
Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
исследований" (АМИ)

Author does not provide sources for presented
European Values Think-Tank
numbers.

http://bit.ly/1N82JNM and Freedom of the media in Western world is
much higher than in any other part of the
http://bit.ly/1XFKEB6
world: https://index.rsf.org/#!/
(zemavek.sk)

Tomáš Čižík, Centre for European
and North Atlantic Affairs (CENAA)

01.-02.12.2015

CZE, ENG

01.-02.12.2015

CZE, ENG

01.12.2015

RUS, UKR

01.12.2015

RUS, UKR

01.12.2015

CZE

01.12.2015

CZE

02.-03.12.2015

CZE

02.-04.12.2015

RUS

02.12.2015

RUS

02.12.2015

RUS

According to a report published by Russian
Ministry of Defence, president Putin is
preparing his military forces for World War
III after he ordered Minister of Defense
Sergey Shoigu and Head of Russian
Aerospace Forces Victor Bondarev to
prepare Syria to become an “impenetrable
zone of conflict” that would become
“Obama’s graveyard”.
This Week's Trend: Putin says that
Russians have more evidence that the Su24 was shot down by Turkey in order to
conceal its oil deliveries from ISIS.
Жидобандеровцы - Jewish "banderites".
Donbas separatists are introducing a new
term, trying to connect Jews and "fascists"
in Ukraine.
"Ded Moroz" (a fictitious character similar to
Father Christmas) will be banned in the
western part of Ukraine - government daily
Rossiyskaya Gazeta claims.
Turkey and EU have agreed on a dirty deal
to smuggle people. EU is paying lot of
money to Erdogan who wants to use the
money to support IS.
This Week's Trend: The EU will financially
support Turkey, which is an ally of ISIS (oil
and weapons and deliberate downing of Su24). Turkey will use these money to finance
ISIS.

This Week's Trend: Turkey is the main
customer for ISIS oil.

http://bit.ly/1RyXSdV
(orgo-net.blogspot.cz) //
original:
http://bit.ly/1m6n5R2
(whatdoesitmean.com)

No information about the mentioned report is
to be found anywhere.

European Values Think-Tank

http://bit.ly/1SIn9Rl
(ac24.cz) //
http://bit.ly/1m6nOBL
(southfront.org)

In fact, Putin said Russia has reasons to
suppose that - not that they have more
evidence: http://bit.ly/1QqnCIv

European Values Think-Tank

http://bit.ly/1Q4VNqI
("Prapor" batallion @
Youtube)

No evidence for these allegations given.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

http://bit.ly/1jDmWCP
(rg.ru)

No supporting evidence for this claim given.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

http://bit.ly/1m5uOPe
(teplickykuryr.info) //
http://bit.ly/1Q8XqDN
(zvedavec.org)

The aim of the Turkey-EU deal is to manage
the refugee crisis: http://on.ft.com/1LWQGBb

Ivana Smoleňová, Prague Security
Studies Institute

http://bit.ly/1OPmY5z
(svobodnenoviny.eu)

The purpose of the money sent by the EU is
helping to get the inflow of migrants under
control: http://bit.ly/1MYgFdg // No proofs for
the claims in the article.

European Values Think-Tank

http://bit.ly/1TygqKv
(ac24.cz) and
http://bit.ly/1TRFcoW
(svobodnenoviny.eu) and
http://bit.ly/1OPmEnq

Although western media and even the US
treasury (http://1.usa.gov/1XOoE76) have
been drawing attention to the issue of crossborder trade between ISIS and Turkish
subjects, there is no evidence for any
involvement of Turkish government or
Erdogan's family in business with ISIS.

European Values Think-Tank

Egyptian pharaohs were of Slavic origin, the
true history of Russia is hidden by masons
and Jews. The human species was evolved
http://bit.ly/1OOiNXM and
These claims contradict the available
Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
not in Africa, but on the territories of current
http://bit.ly/1R38bHS
anthropological data.
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher
Russia. The Russian ancestors were known
(North7time @ Youtube)
as Aryans who came to India. These
Russian ancestors are mentioned in the
Indian Vedas.
According to satellite images, there has been
This Week's Trend: Russia has proofs for http://bit.ly/1NABkYE (RT the same activity on the place since 2004 at
InformNapalm.org
least - 11 years before ISIS was created:
@ Youtube)
Turkey - ISIS oil deals.
http://bit.ly/1IIinO3
This Week's Trend: Russia has proofs for
Turkey - ISIS oil deals.

Kurdish government: the satellite images
http://bit.ly/1NABkYE (RT provided by Russian ministry of Defence show
our tankers, not ISIS: http://bit.ly/1YN6O1k,
@ Youtube)
and http://bit.ly/1lZKHa3

Official from EU member state //
Dmytro Spivak, Dragomanov
University // Julia Davis,
RussiaLies.com

02.12.2015

BGR

02.12.2015

RUS

02.12.2015

RUS

02.12.2015

RUS

This Week's Trend: The real reason for
shooting down of the Russian jet was a
http://bit.ly/1IIC1JT
personal mistake made by the Turkish pilot.
(cross.bg)
The incident exposed the world to a threat of
World War III.
http://bit.ly/1OKH6G2
NATO is preparing for a war with Russia.
(pereklichka.livejournal.co
m)
Migrants rape under-aged school girls in
http://bit.ly/1OKLLIc
Finland. Police tries to hide this not to
(ren.tv)
frighten the population.
Nazism is on the rise in Germany again,
which is proved by re-edition of Adolf Hitler's http://bit.ly/1N7ZeHn
(ren.tv)
book "Mein Kampf". USA, Canada and
Ukraine support nazism.

These claims contradict the official
statements: http://bit.ly/1O7D0oB. No
supporting evidence given.

Ivo Indzhev, political journalist and
author

No proofs for this claim given.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

No proofs for this claim given.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

German polls show that the number of people
sympathizing with neo-Nazism is decreasing: Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
http://bit.ly/1YWopnH. No evidence for further Depo.ua, blogger, researcher
claims.

HUN

Ukraine continues to violate the Minsk
agreements by moving 60 military vehicles http://bit.ly/1NweA7E
and deploying other heavy weaponry to the (rapidpress.info)
front lines in Eastern-Ukraine.

The December 1 report of the OSCE Special
Monitoring Mission (SMM) to Ukraine
confirmed the Ukrainian Armed Forces
permanent storage site for weaponry
corresponded with the withdrawal lines and
observed that all previously recorded weapons
Political Capital Institute
were present. However, neither “DPR” nor
“LPR” had provided the requested inventory of
heavy weapons yet, or locations of designated
permanent storage sites for these weapons as
requested by the SMM on 16 October:
http://www.osce.org/ukraine-smm/205866

02.12.2015

RUS, UKR

Kyiv is constantly provoking Moscow. Petro
Poroshenko will be overthrown and will flee
the country. Russian army can be in Kyiv in http://bit.ly/1TudXju
(RISS.ru @ Youtube)
less than a week - expert from Russian
Institute for Strategic studies (a body
established by the Russian President) says.

For the "provocation", again, see the OSCE
reports: http://www.osce.org/ukrainesmm/205866. No evidence given for claims
regarding Petro Poroshenko.

02.12.2015

RUS

Montenegro is occupied, because Prime
http://bit.ly/1SHoVCd (theMinister Milo Dukanovic is leading the
No supporting evidence.
country for almost 25 years. If Montenegro day-x.ru)
joins NATO, it will mean blockade of Serbia.

02.12.2015

ENG

The New York Times article about the life of
http://bit.ly/1NDeKdB
Crimeans and their problems with electricity
(newcoldwar.org)
and supply of goods is propaganda.

Problems with electricity and supply of goods
in Crimea are a fact that has been reported:
Promote Ukraine NGO.
http://reut.rs/1Izpldn

02.12.2015

CZE

Ukrainian military has moved 277 tanks and http://bit.ly/1YTrS6u
artillery pieces to the conflict zone.
(svobodnenoviny.eu)

The report is based solely on one source, the
separatists' leader. The OSCE reports do not European Values Think-Tank
confirm this claim.

02.12.2015

RUS

Russia's Ministry of Defense claimed to
destroy ISIS oil storage facilities.

In reality, Russia destroyed grain storage
facilities: http://bit.ly/1ln7ah6 // Grain storage
Julia Davis, RussiaLies.com
facilities in Russia look nearly identical to the
ones destroyed in Syria: http://bit.ly/1Qa6R5V

02.12.2015

http://bit.ly/1NABAa2 (RT)

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

Russia cites ‘fake’ FSA (Free Syrian army)
general. In an interview with Russian news
website Sputnik, a Syrian man named Hosam
Alawak claimed to be a FSA brigadier in
Political Capital Institute
possession of contracts proving the Turkish
government had purchased oil from the IS. In
fact, Alawak turned out to be a man residing in
Egypt without any relation to FSA:
http://bit.ly/1Tlr9aw

HUN

This Week's Trend: Turkish President
Erdoğan and his family supports Islamic
State with $ 2 billion on a yearly basis by
buying oil produced by the IS.

03.12.2015

HUN

The European governments along with the
United States deceived the former USSR in
the Charter of Paris for a New Europe
signed in 1990 to end the Cold War.
http://bit.ly/1LSz89j
Instead, the EU and NATO seized the
(Titkolt Hirek)
opportunity to “take hold” of Europe
excluding Russia from further international
cooperation, stated Konstantin Kosachev
MP and Head of the Federal Agency for the
CIS Affairs.

03.12.2015

RUS, UKR

Last Week's Trend: ISIL fighters were
buying Ukrainian passports.

CZE

Czech media "lie" when they say that
Russian satellite images do not prove that
Turkey bought oil from the Islamic State. In
Paris, there was a police and rescuers
http://bit.ly/1HPK7W9
exercise right before the terrorist attacks,
(svobodnenoviny.eu)
that simulated the exact same kind of
attack. Some chosen people were even
warned about. That means that the attacks
were staged.

RUS, UKR

This Week's Trend: ISIL oil goes through
Turkey to Odessa, and from there to
Europe.

http://bit.ly/1jIjOWj
(infocenter-odessa.com)
// http://bit.ly/1PMUf4H
(Moloko Inform @
Youtube)

No proofs for these allegations given.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

RUS

Two subversive groups of Ukrainians are
active in the "DNR" and "LNR", trying to
retail banknotes infected by the H3N1 flu
virus, which was evolved in the USA.

http://bit.ly/1PNc1oq
(Anna Ozyorova @ V
Kontakte)

No evidence for these claims.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

04.12.2015

ENG

Angela Merkel wants German participation
in Syria war so badly that she doesn’t need
http://bit.ly/1ODUEow
any international law or UN mandate or for
(russia-insider.com)
that matter consent of the German people to
justify the upcoming intervention in Syria.

The decision of German government is based
on the UN resolutions 2249 and article 51
Promote Ukraine NGO.
http://bit.ly/1IO1NMR

05.12.2015

RUS

Mason organization "Skull and bones" rules
http://bit.ly/1R3enzM
the world, American presidents are
(othereal.ru)
members of this brotherhood.

No evidence for these claims.

03.12.2015

03.12.2015

04.12.2015

04.12.2015

http://bit.ly/1ItFaCt
(hidfo.ru)

The Charter of Paris for a New Europe was
established on the foundation of the Helsinki
Accords, and was further amended in the 1999
Charter for European Security. Together,
these documents form the agreed basis for the Political Capital Institute
Organization for Security and Co-operation in
Europe of which Russia (and the former
USSR) has become a member:
http://www.osce.org/mc/39516

ISIL fighters were indeed trying to buy
Multiple, e.g. Zvezda TV,
passport blanks, but from DNR and LNR
rusvesna.su, and others:
fighters, who are not acting of Ukrainian
see the disproof article
authorities behalf: http://bit.ly/1HORYTP

RFE/RL // Roman Shutov,
Telekritika.ua

The routes mentioned on the Russian satellite
images are not controlled by the Islamic state
at the moment. Therefore, doubts about those
proofs are in place. The author does not show
any source of information about the exercise.
The source article of the “chosen ones, that
European Values Think-Tank
were warned”, is an Israeli journalist saying
that some people in a Jewish community were
warned about a possibility of an attack in the
last few months, with no specific information or
details.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

05.12.2015

RUS, UKR

Turchynov did not blame anyone, he only said Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
that the Western countries did not provide
исследований" (АМИ)
Ukraine with weapons.

http://bit.ly/1XTRGwK
(gazeta.ru)

Crimean Tatar activists, not "terrorists", are
blockading Crimea to protest against its
unlawful annexation by Russia:
http://bit.ly/1Q5WnD8

Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
исследований" (АМИ)

http://bit.ly/1Ry66Df
(vesti.ru)

No supporting evidence.

Julia Davis, RussiaLies.com

RUS, UKR

Ukrainian army is preparing for heavy
offensive in Donbas.

http://bit.ly/1XMOJU8
(Zvezda TV)

No independent sources confirm this
information. On the contrary, Ukrainian army
reports regularly about increased number of
provocations from the separatists:
http://bit.ly/1SkeLao

Dmytro Spivak, Dragomanov
University

RUS, SVK

Poland asks NATO to place nuclear
weapons on its territory.

http://bit.ly/1OIo1q1
(Zvezda TV) //
http://bit.ly/1ln6UyK
(zemavek.sk)

Polish ministry of defense denied this
information: http://bit.ly/1jGkpYu

Oles Datsko, journalist // Tomáš
Čižík, Centre for European and
North Atlantic Affairs (CENAA)

RUS, UKR

05.12.2015

RUS, UKR

05.12.2015

RUS

06.12.2015

Secretary of the National Security and
Defence Council of Ukraine Oleksandr
Turchynov blames West that it doesn't
defend Ukraine.
Alexander Khudilaynen, Head of the
Republic of Karelia (federal subject of
Russia) blames Russian opposition for
connections to Ukrainian terrorists who
caused the energy blockade of Crimea.
American military planes might be refueling
with ISIS kerosene

In fact, the article quotes only one international
Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
NGO - Transparency International. And this
"Агентство международных
organization talked about the high risk of
исследований" (АМИ)
corruption in Ukraine, not about its
independence.

http://bit.ly/1Q9cP6X
(TASS)

05.12.2015

06.12.2015

International organizations do not recognize http://bit.ly/1OOv2nj
Ukraine as an independent country.
(TASS)

The Disinformation Review is a collection of disinformation examples sent to the EEAS East StratCom Task Force from a network of over 450 journalists, civil society organisations,
academics and public authorities in over 30 countries. The East Stratcom Task Force provides an analysis of the trends emerging from the reports received. Opinions and judgements
expressed here do not represent official EU positions.

